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ABSTRACT 
Two criteria for a real n x n matrix to be a P-matrix are proposed, one of them 
being a generalization of a theorem due to Ostrowski. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A = (aij) be a real n x n matrix with positive diagonal entries, and 
let A, = (a,,) be the principal submatrix of A (T, s E J), where J is a 
nonempty subset of the set N = {l, . , n} of all row and column indices 
(instead of A, we will use A). 
We introduce some notation. By R,(A,> [C,(A,), respectively] we denote 
the sum of all off-diagonal entries of the ith row [column] of A,, and by 
Q,(A,) we denote the sum of all entries of the ith column of A,. By 1 A,] we 
denote the matrix with the entries jarsI, where ]arsl stands for the absolute 
value of a_. The maximum of all off-diagonal entries of the ith row of A, 
will be denoted by m,(A,), and we set 
M+(A,) = c m’(A,>> 
iE] 
where m,?(~,)=+[mj(~,)+ Imi(A, By J(i), J-(A,), and K(Aj) we 
denote the following sets: 
J(i) = J\(i) T J-(AI)={s~J:Cs(IAJI)~a,~,j, 
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and 
Finally, it will be convenient to set 
‘t(Aj> = [l+#‘(AI)]M+(A,)-Ci(A,>- C Qk(A,)> 
kEK(A,) 
where #W denotes the number of elements of the set 1%‘. 
DEFINITION [l, p. 881. An n X n real matrix is said to be a P-matrix if all 
of its principal minors are positive. 
We shall close this section by repeating a criterion (Theorem 3.1 of [4]) 
for A to have all the eigenvalues with positive real parts, which will be used 
in our considerations (we note that in [4] the criterion is formulated for an 
72 X rr complex matrix with positive diagonal entries). 
THEOREM 1 [4]. If A satisfies 
aii>min(R,(IA[),C~(lAl)+ c [Cj([Al)-ajj]) (i=l,...,n), 
jsN_(A) 
then all the eigenvalues of A have positive real parts. 
Proof. Let z be any complex number with Re z < 0, and consider the 
matrix A - .zZ, where I is the n X n identity matrix. Then it is easy to verify 
that A - zI satisfies 
laii - zl> min Ri( IA - zZ/), Ci( IA - zZ() 
+ c 
j~(sEN:C,(IA-zZl)~(o,,-z~) 
[C,(IA-~Zl)-l~jj-ZI]} 
(i=l,...,n). 
Therefore the matrix A - .zZ is nonsingular by Theorem 2.1 of [4] (see also 
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[3]). Thus, if A is an eigenvalue of A, then Re A > 0, which completes the 
proof. n 
2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 2. lf A satisfies 
aii > M+(A) - Ci( A) (i=l,...,n), 
then A is a P-matrix. 
Proof. We apply reasoning similar to that of [l, p. 1491. Firstly, we 
verify that det A > 0. Define the real matrix B = (bij) by 
bjj = aij - rn: (A) (i,j=l,..., n). 
Then bij < 0 for i # j, and we get 
bii-Ci(IBI)=aii-mT(A)- C [“f(A)-aji] 
jEN(i) 
=aii-[M+(A)-ci(A)] >O 
So the matrix BT is a P-matrix by (ii) of Theorem 6 in [l, p. 71, and SO is B 
(here Br denotes the transpose of B). Theorem 7 of [l, p. 91 therefore asserts 
that B- ’ is a nonnegative matrix, which in turn implies that all cofactors A ij 
of bij are nonnegative. Recalling that aij = bjj + m,?(A) (i, j = 1,. . . , n), we 
directly calculate 
detA=detB+ cm’(A) c Aij . 
icN ( 1 jEN 
Noticing that det B > 0 and that Ci,,m’(AXCj,,Aij) > 0, det A is cer- 
tainly positive. 
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Secondly, let J be any subset of N. Then, for any i E J, we have 
[Mf(A)-Ci(A)]-[Mf(A,)-Ci<A,)I 
= j$m;(“)-mf(A,)] + c m;(A) 
jGN\J 
- C uji + C twuji> 
jtN1.l .iEN\J 
jE Si .j e s, 
2 C [m;(A)-Uj(] 20, 
jE(N\J)nS, 
where Si = (k E N: uki > 0). Thus for any J c N and every i E J, we obtain 
a,,>M+(A)-Ci(A)>M+(A,)-Ci(A,). 
Applying the foregoing argument to the principal submatrix A,, it is clear 
that 
det A, > 0 for any J & N. W 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
7 
A=6 [ 
6 4 
8 3 3 5. 1 7 
It can be easily seen that A does not satisfy the mentioned criterion of 
Ostrowski [2]. However, A satisfies our Theorem 2, so it is a P-matrix. 
Now we state and prove a generalization of Theorem 3 from [2]. 
THEOREM 3. If A satisfies 
a,,>min{(#N)m+(A)-Ri(A),Ti(A)} (i=l,...,n), (1) 
then A is a P-matrix. 
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proof. Observing that, by (0, 
a,,-m+(A)>0 (i = l,...,n), (2) 
we apply again reasoning similar to that of [l, p. 1491. Firstly, we verify that 
det A > 0. Define, as previously, B = (bij) E (aij - m+(A)) (i,j = 1,. . . , n). 
Then bii > 0 and bij < 0 for i # j by (2) and by the definition of m,?(A), 
respectively. Let i be any index from N, and assume that 
min{(#N)m+(A)-Ri(A),Ti(A))=(#N)m’(A)-Ri(A). (3) 
Then (1) becomes 
aij-m+(A)- C [m~(A)-~ij]>O~ 
j E N(i) 
which, by the definition of the matrix B, implies 
(4) 
Assume that 
min{(#N)m’(A) - R,(A),T,(A)] =T,(A). (5) 
Then (1) becomes 
uii-m+(A)- C [m:(A)-nji]- C ( C (m:(A)-Ujk))‘o’ 
j E N(i) /cEK(A) .i=N 
which, by the definition of the matrix B, implies 
bii>C,(lBl)+ C [C,(lBI)-bkk]. 
k E K(A) 
It is easy to verify that K(A) = N-(B), and therefore (6) becomes 
bii>Ci(lBl)+ C [C,(IBI)-bkk]. 
k E N-(B) 
(6) 
(7) 
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Combining (4) with (71, we get 
k E N-(B) 
(i=l,...,n). 
So all the eigenvalues of B have positive real parts, by Theorem 1, and by 
Theorem 3.10 of [5], B is an M-matrix. This in turn implies that all cofactors 
of bij are nonnegative, and the positivity of det A follows by the correspond- 
ing part of the proof of Theorem 2. 
Secondly, let J be any subset of N, and let i be any index from J. 
Assuming that (3) holds, by the corresponding part of the proof of Lemma 7 
of [l, p. 1481, we get 
‘ii > (#J>mt'(Aj) - ‘,(AJ>. (8) 
Assume that (5) holds. Then, observing that K(AJ) c K(A), we obtain 
T,(A) - T(AJ 
=J~J[m~(A)-mf(AJ)]+ c mf(A)- c ‘ji 
‘E .iEN\I jEN\J 
.i 6 St 
+ C (-‘ji>+ C 
_iGN\J 
( C [mf(A)-ujk]) 
ksK(A) jsN 
j e s, 
- 
> c [mf(A)-Q]+ 
jE(N\.l)nS, 
kEgA )(j~,[mr(A)-ujkl) 
I 
- 
+ C ( C [m:(A)-ujk])aO, 
k E K(A,) _i E NV 
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which, by (11, implies 
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ai, “i(AI> (9) 
(here si is the set defined in the proof of Theorem 2). Combining (8) with 
(9X we get 
Uii>min{(#J)m+(Al)-‘i(AI),‘i(AJ)) 
forany JGNandeveryiE]. 
Applying the foregoing argument to the principal submatrix A,, it is clear 
that 
detA,>O for any J c N. n 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
8 
A=4 [ 
3 6 
7 6 5 3. 1 8 
It can be easily seen that A satisfies neither the mentioned criterion of 
Ostrowski [2] nor Theorem 2. However, A satisfies our Theorem 3, so it is a 
P-matrix. 
Based on Theorems 2,3 above and Theorem 3 of [2], we get the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. Fw any real eigenvalue A of a real n X n matrix E = (eij), 
we have 
h>max{F,G,H(A)}, 
where 
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and 
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H(A)= ln&{eii-min{(#N)m~(E)-Ri(E),T,(E-hl))). 
. . 
~t-oof. The proof is similar to that of the Corollary in [2, p. 991 [we 
consider three cases in which max{F, G, H(A)) is equal to F, G, or H(A), 
respectively]. W 
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